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I know, I know, you don’t want to quit writing, and I’m not going to convince you to quit writing.

(I’m really not trying to do that…)But what if you could quit other things? Things that weren’t

moving the needle? Things that weren’t bringing you the outcome you want? And there are

*so* many things you do need to quit, if you want to be a career author.How do I know this?

Because I’ve coached thousands of writers. Six- and seven-figure authors, major award

winners, midlisters, and new authors alike. And there are very important patterns to what

writers need to quit, what we need to keep, and what we need to question.Those patterns are

why I’m here, writing to you.Anyone can tell you what worked for them, and of course they can

say, "it might not work for you," but they can't tell you why. I can tell you why.- Becca

"Sokoloff's advice is spot-on, and her teaching style is direct and effective. A must-have book

for authors and screenwriters."--- Bestselling author JA Konrath, A Newbie's Guide To

Publishing"Sokoloff is a generous mentor with thegifted ability to address a storyteller's

practical concerns whileencouraging artistic integrity and every author's unique voice.

Onlythree of my half dozen novels have been written with her unwittingguidance, but I can

guarantee that with this book at my fingertips, allmy future work- and my reading audience -

will benefit from her advice.Recommended without reservation. " --- Vicki Pettersson, author of

the Sign of the Zodiac series"I loved this book! AlexandraSokoloff breaks down the

screenwriting process in easy-to-understandsteps with examples from current movies and the

BEST practical examples. Her unique and always lots of fun lessons are empowering for first-

time writers as well as those with finished screenplays looking to taketheir project to the next

level. Indispensable."--- George LaVoo, co-writer Real Women Have Curves, writer/director A
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bestselling, Thriller Award-winning and Bram Stoker, Anthony, and Black Quill Award-

nominated author of the supernatural and crime thrillers The Harrowing, The Price, The



Unseen, Book of Shadows, The Shifters, and The Space Between, and the new Huntress/FBI

thriller series (Huntress Moon, Blood Moon). The New York Times Book Review called her a

"daughter of Mary Shelley," and her books "Some of the most original and freshly unnerving

work in thegenre."As a screenwriter shehas sold original horror and thriller scripts and adapted

novels fornumerous Hollywood studios. She has also written two non-fictionworkbooks:

Screenwriting Tricks for Authors and Writing Love, based on her internationally acclaimed

workshops and blog(ScreenwritingTricks.com), and has served on the Board ofDirectors of the

WGA, west (the screenwriters' union) and the board ofthe Mystery Writers of America.Alex is a

Californianative and a graduate of U.C. Berkeley, where she majored in theater and minored in

everything Berkeley has a reputation for. In her spare time(!!!) she performs with Heather

Graham's all-author Slush Pile Players,and dances - anywhere, any time, any style, with

anyone. At all.Learn more at alexandrasokoloff.comFollow:twitter.com/

alexsokolofffacebook.com/Alexandra-SokoloffRead more
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For Curt Liesveld, who first taught me to question the premise. You are missed.

OneThe Bad NewsSome of you picked up this book because, when you saw the title, you

thought, “Do I need to quit writing?”Some of you are here to see the dumpster fire for yourself.

You also watch car accident videos on YouTube or the Real Housewives of something or other.

I see you.Or you’re just curious. Who is this chick and why does she think I need to quit

something?And a few of you picked it up because you want ammunition to roast me for having

the gall to tell anyone what to do. Go on. I’ll wait.But most of you are wondering what (if

anything) you need to quit, and you’re curious about what’s inside this book.So let me get the

bad news out of the way.Yes. Some people do need to quit writing. But chances are good, none

of those people will ever read these pages.If, by some miracle, you are considering quitting,

and this book confirms that for you, please know this: it is okay to quit if that’s what’s best for

you. Too many people will try to force you to keep going, despite your own feelings, despite

potential burnout, despite a crowded market, despite the thousands of dollars you’re throwing

into your books and not making the money back yet… despite maybe even your own desire to

be done.So… yes, some of us do need to quit writing.I hope that’s not why you’re here. You

may have wondered if you need to quit, but deep down, you know that’s not the problem. The

problem lies elsewhere—you’re just not sure where it is. This book can help to uncover that

problem.More likely than not, you’re here to learn. If that’s your goal, then you will likely fulfill



it.On one hand, I do want some of us to quit writing, for our own good. On the other hand, I

also hope that the instruction to quit will create a rebellion deep in your soul if that’s not your

path—a rebellion that gives me the proverbial finger and says you’re going your own way. I

would love that. However the fire stokes.But there are some things that we all need to quit

doing, especially if we don’t quit writing. So if you’ve been looking for confirmation that it’s time

for you to stop, then read this book first. Consider giving up the behaviors that are the source of

your stress.Then, if you still feel the urge, dear writer, you need to quit.WHY BAD NEWS?I’ve

been coaching for almost thirteen years (far past the 10,000-hour mark)—thousands of people

in corporate, non-profit, and individual settings, nearly two thousand of whom are writers. For

the last three years, specifically, I have been teaching a class called Write Better-Faster which

is a success alignment course designed for fiction writers, but it attracts creatives of all

kinds.1In every class I teach, there’s one lecture, fairly close to the beginning, where I give you

the bad news. Because there’s always bad news. Any class or book that doesn’t give you the

bad news is a ridiculous waste of your time because when bad things happen (and they will),

you’re unprepared for the pushback and it makes you question the entire premise of the

class.My bad news is: There is no silver bullet.Not only do silver bullets not exist (one shot of

ammunition that takes down the monster is literally fiction), but more specifically, this book is

not a silver bullet. It’s not a magic pill. There’s no piece of information you’re ever going to read

that will cure your problems forever. I’ve coached thousands of people in my career, and let me

tell you, each one of them who underwent transformation had to do the work to get to the

better place.We’re all writers here… think of the character arc. You write a book with a

character in one place in the beginning, and you want them to be in a transformed place by the

end. What happens in the middle?STORMS.Trials, tribulation, conflict. And a lot of hard

work.Eventually, they have to face their shadow and decide to be the best version of

themself.You write these stories of transformation all day long, every day, some of you, and yet

you still expect your own journey of transformation to be easy.Don’t be stupid.I’m sorry to be

harsh here, but stories are resonant because they feel true, in their core. Black moments are

part of life. The bad news is, nothing will ever truly transform you that won’t be a crucible.It’s

going to be hard. It’s probably gonna suck a lot. Stop expecting things to be easy. That’s an

unrealistic expectation that will never serve you. It will only handicap you.Let’s release it now,

before you start this book. Because if you’re looking for a silver bullet, you’re gonna be

disappointed every time you end a class, finish a session, or close a book. This happens to you

all the time, doesn’t it?You take a class, you have an epiphany. You know you need to do the

work, so you make lists and plans and you get ready to change. And then that enthusiasm

wears off. So you go looking for another book or class or coach.There’s a pattern here.It’s not

that you haven’t found the “magic pill” yet. It’s that the magic pill doesn’t exist. I wish I had

better news, but I don’t. I’ve been to Mordor and back, and trust me, Sauron is real, and he’s

pissed.And you have to take the ring, Frodo. No eagle shortcuts. No spells. You have to walk

the path. Take a buddy, sure, but you can’t say no to this journey, Katniss. It’s the only way.If

you don’t do the work, the change won’t stick.In the story of you, the silver bullet is the

temptation. Not the resolution. You’re not going to learn something that will instantly transform

you. You may learn something that catalyzes action, but if you don’t keep that action up, you’re

never going to reap long-term rewards.C.S. Lewis wrote an incredible story about

transformation that I use often to invite people into this journey. Eustace Scrubb, in The Voyage

of the Dawn Treader, was prickly, mean, and self-centered. One night, when he was feeling

especially sorry for himself, he laid down in a dragon’s lair and woke up as a dragon—the

external representation of his internal state of being.When Eustace asks Aslan (the all-



powerful lion) to change him from a dragon back into a boy, he gets instructions to go to a pool

on the island and peel off his dragon skin. It’s painful, and he does it, but when he looks at

himself in the pool, he’s still a dragon.So he tries again. Again, it hurts, but he holds back from

the real pain, finishes peeling, and when he looks into the pool, he still sees a dragon.This

time, Aslan does the peeling. He digs deep. All the way to the bone. It is the most painful thing

Eustace can imagine—something he never would have chosen for himself—and it seems to

last forever, but when it’s done, there’s Eustace in the flesh, looking back from the pool.This

resonates so much because we never want pain for ourselves. We actively push against it

when life offers it to us. But the pain is exactly what we need. When we transform into our best

self, it should be hard. If it wasn’t, we’d still be a dragon.In the case of this metaphor, and as it

relates to writers, Becca, what is “a dragon”? What am I transforming out of and into?I know

this is a cop-out answer, but it’s different for every person. And I mean that both from a

theoretical standpoint (because we’re all SO different) and a practical standpoint (I’ve

observed, in thousands of people, there’s no one answer). I do what I do (coaching writing

systems and transformation processes) because most of us don’t understand just how different

we are, let alone how much those differences impact everything about us.But each of the

following “quit” chapters is about a particular pattern of transformation I’ve coached people

through. Quitting something is a transformation process because you have to turn into a

person who doesn’t do the thing you’re subconsciously programmed to do.If there was “one”

guiding principle for transformation that works, it would be: alignment2. Alignment is symmetry

between your self and your systems. Between your purpose, your personality, your platform,

your capacity, and your goals.It’s not easy, but it’s worth it.Remember the transformational

character arc? Full of black moments and low points. And at each of those points, your

character has a choice. Go back to life as it is (and stay untransformed—keep peeling off your

own skin) or face the storm and let that storm change you.Let’s face your storm together.THE

REAL BAD NEWSIn my day job, I am a success coach. I work primarily with creatives

(novelists, screenwriters, picture book writers, illustrators, directors, producers, artists,

nonfiction writers, and editors). I’ve coached almost two thousand creatives (mostly writers of

some kind) as of this book’s publication. But outside of that work, I’ve been coaching success

alignment and organizational leadership for thirteen years, so I’ve seen thousands of people

and been privy to their thoughts and motivations, and I’ve learned something important from all

that experience.There’s the bad news that I give people (no magic pill), and then the real bad

news (the truth underneath that assertion). The real bad news is that most of us won’t do the

work. We are only looking for the silver bullet, so when we don’t find it, we move on. Based on

my experience in coaching (as well as knowing other coaches and reading literature on this

phenomenon), most people who attempt adult behavioral change don’t assimilate it. So the

true bad news is that most of you reading this won’t do the work.I wish that you would.Some of

the resistance is the work itself: the fact that it takes time and doesn’t happen fast enough; the

fact that it isn’t fun. Some pushback is the inertia that will eventually reject big change to your

life system. Whatever happens, you probably won’t be prepared for it, and it will break your

resolve. That’s just statistics (and my experience) talking.My hope is that you would prove me

wrong.THE HAPPY NEWSNow that the bad news and the really bad news are out of the way,

let’s get to the happy news.If you do the work, if you quit the things, you will be on the path

toward alignment and transformation. It won’t be easy—like the hero’s journey is ever easy,

y’all? Nope.Only you can make the choice to do this. But that’s fantastic news, because you

have agency in this story. You are your own main character. You get to make your choices. You

can choose to leave behind the weight of baggage that’s dragging you down. I’ve seen people



do it. I know it’s possible.I hope this book will inspire you to quit all the things.WHAT THIS

BOOK IS NOTI’ve already said, this isn’t a silver bullet or a magic pill. It is also not a substitute

for therapy. If you need legitimate psychological help, please don’t pass that up. Don’t

substitute coaching for therapy. I am not a therapist. I don’t even play one on TV. I do have

education, a Master’s degree in Transformational Leadership no less, and I have a lot of

experience in success coaching, but never substitute something else for therapy when you

need it.This book is also not an excuse to procrastinate whatever is stalling in your manuscript

right now. So if you’re here procrastinating, that hard spot in the book isn’t gonna go away. Get

back to the manuscript. Read this book after you write your words. Go.This book is not meant

to substitute for coaching, either. If you really do need someone to sit with you and lay out an

individualized success plan, there are plenty of success coaches out there. I use a writing

coach. More than one. Unlike therapy, which focuses on what’s wrong with you, coaching

focuses on what’s right, where you have potential, and where you could be successful.So, if

you need a coach, find one. Most of you are here because you’re looking for help. Don’t settle

for someone else’s system when you could get assistance finding your own. (More on that

later.)This book is also not The Be-All and End-All of Creative Instruction. It’s the product of a

lot of learning and synthesis of great writers and thinkers, and the product of thousands of

hours of watching patterns and seeing where writers struggle and where they don’t. That is my

gift. I’ve been able to sit with some amazing and talented people—six and seven figure

authors, mid-listers, major award winners, and newbies alike—and they’ve shared deeply with

me. After enough pattern watching, I see the trends.It’s time to quit some stuff, people.WHAT

THIS BOOK ISThis book is part homage to all the great writers that I’ve coached or been

coached by. It’s part tough love. It’s part soft spot to land. This book is basically my coaching

philosophy on paper. It’s a collection of some of the wisdom I’ve gathered from my experience

coaching writers.If there’s one thing I’ve noticed (both through my work with CliftonStrengths®

and in my broad coaching career), it’s that people pattern in really consistent ways. Even those

of you who think you’re so unique, nothing could ever predict your behavior… that’s a

pattern.The good news about the fact that human behavior patterns consistently is that if you

look at those patterns, you can find comfort in them. And find answers.My hope for this book is

that, by pointing out the patterns in how brains can work, I will give you some tools to look at

your own brain. This is something we do in my Write Better-Faster class in more depth, but you

can do it just fine without my class. Look at how your brain patterns, and then seek out

recommendations for writing systems based on those patterns. Not because the patterns are

magic, but because when you have a specific road block, what matters most is how you

process the road block, how you are motivated, and how you could be successful.I want this

book to be your catalyst to action. I hope you will read it and be inspired to tackle your road

blocks. To quit what you need to quit, keep what you need to keep, and question every premise.

TwoQuit Accepting the PremiseWithout knowing it, you spend your entire life accepting

premises. Someone asks you a question, you accept the premise of the question.Would you

like chicken or fish for dinner?In making a choice, you’ve accepted the premise that you need

to eat dinner at all. Maybe you’re not hungry. Maybe you would be better off skipping the meal

anyway (if your health will tolerate that). But your first impulse is to accept the premise that you

need to eat, and to choose one or the other.Question the premise. (QTP for short.)This is the

first skill we need to learn, in general, to survive this crazy gauntlet of life. We accept every

premise that’s thrown at us, because we are so entrenched in the way we look at life, we’ve

forgotten that we can question anything.What does it look like to accept the premise?It looks



like answering questions or making choices or taking advice without stopping to engage our

logic centers. Is this mine to own? Is this person’s system in alignment with mine? Does this

person’s brain work like mine? Do I even need this? Is this a question I need to answer?Let’s

try a premise that commonly comes up with writers.You can’t edit a blank page.But can’t you?

(QTP)There’s a success identification system (psychometric evaluation) called the

CliftonStrengths® Assessment, which has categorized and enumerated the ways in which

people are the most successful.1 Several of these themes of Strength® cause a person to

need more time processing. If a person does their best work when they process information

over and over in their head before it comes out of their fingers onto the page (or their mouth, if

they’re speaking), why are we trying to short-circuit that process?The most common

Strengths® among my coaching clients are ones that take more time to process information

(sixty percent of the people who’ve either been coached by me or gone through my classes),

so I see this premise a lot. Someone told me I can’t edit a blank page, so I should just vomit

the words out onto the page and stop thinking before I write.Well, it turns out, you can edit a

blank page. If you have certain Strengths®2, one of the hallmarks of how your brain works is

that you’re editing in your head, before you ever put words down on the page. This is part of

how you get your gold. In fact, your best work is going to come when you edit the page in your

head, instead of on paper or on the screen.What if, by accepting the premise that you can’t edit

a blank page, you’re actually robbing yourself of your gold? Is that okay with you?For people

without these traits, they can’t edit a blank page. They don’t excel at the process of editing in

their head. They should absolutely vomit the words on the page and edit them later. There’s

nothing righteous about editing on paper. There’s nothing righteous about editing in your head.

It all depends on your brain and your system.If you never question the premise, you’ll never

know whether it really does work for you or not.This is why I start with Quit Accepting The

Premise, in the book about what to keep, what to quit, and what to question. Before you can

quit things, you need to know how to look for the assumptions you’re making that you don’t

even realize are impacting every decision you make. Sometimes for the worse.You need to

know how to QTP.QUESTION THE PREMISEListen to yourself talk about your problems. In

fact, if you can’t hear it in your words out loud (which some external processors can), then

write your words down.Look at the words you’re using.I look up at two o’clock and find myself

on Facebook and wonder, where did my day go.Well, you’ve just identified the

problem.Facebook.Did you ever question the premise of whether you should go on Facebook

at all? What if that first click onto Facebook is the premise you’re accepting that could

completely change your productivity?I’ve seen it happen hundreds of times over with authors.

They stop going on social media first thing in the morning, and they’re coming back to me,

weeks later, with thousands of words written. Just from questioning the premise of their daily

behavior.Years ago, I had a writer friend who was complaining to me about her lack of focus

and her high distractibility, and when we were going through her patterns of daily work, I asked

her what was the first thing she did when she opened her computer in the morning.She

couldn’t remember, so we walked through it, one step at a time. “Where do your eyes go?” I

asked. “What are you looking at?”“My Safari icon,” she said.“Is that where all the distractions

are?”“Of course.”“Then what would happen if you didn’t click on that icon first? What if you did

something else?”She snort-laughed. “It can’t possibly be that easy.”I tilted my head and leaned

back, aiming for sarcasm, and my voice went really high and squeaky, “But can’t it?”That’s

what I call the QTP Voice. A touch of sarcasm, a hint of incredulity. No judgment. But some

logic underneath.Why can’t it be that easy? Question the premise.That same attitude is the

one I often take when talking with coaching clients and students, when they tell me they go on



Facebook first thing in the morning, laying in their beds, before they’ve even gotten out of their

brain fog of sleep.I lean back a little, cock my head to one side, and ask in my QTP Voice,

“Why do you do that?”Side note: they can almost never answer that question (or the answer is,

“uh…because?”) and that is the key. It’s not a conscious choice for most of us. It’s a

habit.Unless they’ve read some of the literature on distractibility, they’ve probably never

questioned that premise. It’s their first thought, but they have no idea where it comes from.Of

course, QTP isn’t just about Facebook (or Instagram or Twitter or any other social media). It’s

about every premise we accept that makes us lose something. Lose productivity. Lose

confidence. Lose capacity. Lose momentum.Some of you are caught up in accepting premises

so hard-core, you’ll never see them without a little mirroring, so I’m hoping that this book will do

that for you.Inside this book, you will see some of the most common premises that writers

accept, and I’m hopeful that you’ll see yourself in enough of these examples, you’ll know just

where to start questioning your premises.Get out your QTP Voice. We’re gonna exercise it.But

before we can tackle too many of them, I need to introduce you to (or refresh you on) the

bedrock of the QTP premise. Systems thinking.

ThreeQuit Thinking In a VacuumThe world around us is full of systems. Not just electronic

ones, although those might be the easiest to imagine because we see them all the time—

telephone poles, cable boxes, internet routers, traffic lights, etc. Anyone with a high school

education has likely been exposed to the properties of a system.
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Beth T. Irwin, “Sheer Genius!. Ever wondered what happens when a brilliant business coach
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applies her training to authors? Years of individualized data and research focused on

individuals, probing incisively, producing INDIVIDUALIZED results. Something so brilliantly

simple that it’s an absolute Ah- HA! moment. Yet as complex as the person applying it.Word of

the author’s coaching and courses has spread like wildfire across the publishing community,

both indie and traditional. Authors with fifty or a hundred books to their names started raving

about how Syme made things better, faster. Ground-breaking results for anyone willing to do

the work. Slots filled word of mouth faster than anyone could get in. The woman got mobbed at

writing conferences by those in the know.Now this book. Deceptively simple. Until you sit down

and begin to apply the information. Do the work. Oh…my…goodness! This really is

groundbreaking. And earth shattering. And one of those books that people are going to be

talking about for ages. Because it creates individual results.None of that “here’s how I did

things years ago in the golden age of ebooks” one size fits all. None of the “it works for me, so

there must be something wrong with you if your brain isn’t wired the same” arrogance found in

other books. No wonder her coaching and classes are so high demand. If this is the tip of the

iceberg, the basic premise to get you started, I want the rest of the brilliance.WARNING – there

is no magic bullet. Simply reading this book isn’t enough. You have to sit down and actually do

the work. But the eye-opening illumination the first time you apply her technique will blow minds

and rock worlds.  Genius appears deceptively simple in hindsight.”

Susan J., “To optimize your writing process you need to do the best you. “As a writer, you don’t

get stuck in a book because you’re stupid. You get stuck in a book because there’s something

off in your system...productivity is complicated.”Becca takes the “you do you” mantra further

making it “you do the best you.” Instead of willy nilly adopting systems and processes that work

for other writers, she encourages the reader to dig deep into their personality, environment,

platform, resources and patterns to determine what, as an individual, makes a person’s writing

process work better. Focusing on strengths rather than weaknesses is a game changer,

providing for exponential growth.While I’ve taken several of Becca’s fantastic writing courses

and am a coaching client, this book provides a great tool to continue to optimize my writing

process. For me, understanding my Gallup Strengths and how they affect my endeavors and

interactions with others helped me to appreciate the things that make me unique and special,

and to end the frustration of trying adopt systems that would never work for me.Note: This book

shows why all writing systems don’t work for everyone and how to go about finding the ones

that will work. The deep work in understanding one’s specific personality and how it can used

to optimize the writing process is done in Becca’s workshops. However, this book is an

excellent reference tool and a great step in understanding her philosophy and how it can work

for each person.A reader can find a wealth of information in this book and make the decision if

they want to take the next step to create a personalized program. Becca encourages the

reader to stop making assumptions and to instead, question premises. She reminds us that

writing can be hard and that we shouldn’t expect it to be easy. A fact that helps me immensely

when I find myself getting frustrated while staring at the blank page.”

Bama Girl, “Do you really want to change?. Or do you need to accept yourself where you're at

and truly realize you are doing the best you can at this time and at this moment?This book, and

Becca's classes, have revolutionized the way I view myself and my writing career. I had to drill

down to my "essential pain" and develop a daily routine about what was realistic for me to

accomplish given my particular process and circumstances and then to follow through until the

routine became an ingrained habit.Change is hard and the author doesn't sugar coat this fact.



But she does provide scientific backed proof on how to change your mindset to push yourself

forward to be the best you can be. And if that means writing slower than the fast-pace of the

publishing business, or if that means taking a break or even quitting writing--that's okay. You do

you!Becca's writing voice is so authentic - you will feel as though your best friend is telling you

a few hard truths, but that she is rooting for you all the way and proving encouragement.Highly

recommended!”

Elizabeth Ducie, “Common Sense, Well Written. Loved the writing style. Lots of common

sense. Didn't tell me anything I didn't know already about myself and my writing style, but

served as another push in the right direction.”

Julie Cordiner, “Sensible, straight talking and practical advice to help you get out of your own

way and be single-minded about writing your books.. An easy read which makes so much

sense and will definitely stay in my mind to help me persevere with my next novel.”

Kara, “Helpful and timely. I’ve been skimming the edge of writerly burnout for months, and this

book has arrived just when I needed it. It asks writers to question all of the assumptions we

hold about who we are and who we’re supposed to be as writers. Using positive psychology,

the book also asks that we focus on developing our strengths and learn to quit the expectations

that do not align with who we really are.I’ve never come across a writing book quite like it.

There’s no step-by-step plan that promises to reveal how to live a successful writing life, but it

lays the foundation for you to find your own path (which is so much better). It also doesn’t pull

any punches - you have to do the hard work.It‘s a book I will return to many times as I continue

to heal and do the hard yards of sustainable, aligned writing on my terms. A truly wonderful

book.”

Lucy Appadoo, “Wise Words!. Overall a great read from a Strengths Coach who knows what

she's talking about through her long-standing experience in working with writers. She had a

way of putting a new slant on life's issues, providing a well-thought-out perspective in relation

to writing issues. Well worth a read.”

cliente Ebook Tops, “molto bello. ho letto molti manuali che spiegano le tecniche di scrittura,

ma mi sono resa conto che gli strumenti sono inutili se non si ha il giusto atteggiamento

mentale.questo manuale era quello di cui avevo bisogno per aggiustare il mio punto di vista sul

come scrivo, perché scrivo, cosa voglio ottenere da quello che scrivo. consigliato”

The book by Becca Syme has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 290 people have provided feedback.
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